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Thanks, Robert Sterling.The Konformist Strikes BackRobert Sterling Welcome to the Konformist, the internet e-

mail magazinespecializing in investigative journalism. For those who read any of myearlier works, hello again. 

For those who haven't, hello. First, an answer to the biggest question I've been getting for awhile: no, The 

Man has not silenced me. Unless, that is, The Manconspired with a bunch of businesses to keep me occupied 

with lots ofwork. (Wouldn't that be just like Him.) The sad truth is I have been both occupied with work and 

ameasily amused (a bad combination for anyone starting any venture.) But Iam now ready to return to my 

goal of making the Konformist the biggestunderground magazine in the world. (And yes, I would like this to 

becomea print magazine.) The current plan is for the Konformist to mail out on a irregularbasis as often as 

possible. I have a backlog of articles from othersthat I will use, as well as my own. I may not go to full capacity 

untilDecember 1, when AOL goes on unlimited time service. And now, the news. So what has happened since 

the last issue of the Konformist? Well, a little paper called the San Jose Mercury has alleged that(gasp!!! 

horror!!!) the CIA was behind the crack epidemic. Two monthslater (after giving the story less space than 

they've devoted to JohnBobbit's penis), the Washington Post, New York Times, and Los AngelesTimes all 

launched their scooped top-notch investigative staffs... todefend the CIA. No, the big three spoke in unison, 

Gary Webb and theMerc were wrong in their story, the poor defenseless CIA has nothing todo with drug 

dealing of any sort, and this was clearly a hatchet job byan out-of-control media. What's worse, the story MAY 

ACTUALLY BEBELIEVED by some, especially in the black community, who we all know area delusional group 

easily tricked into thinking that people in power arecorrupt liars. As proof that the CIA-Contra-L.A. crack 

connection wasbogus, they used information supplied by the CIA and former Contraleaders, both of whom 

are impartial witnesses. Well, I guess thatsettles that. After all, if the Post, NY Times, and LA Times all agreeon 

a story, they must be right. Meanwhile, in another story which has gotten more ink than theCIA-crack link, 

Mark Fuhrman, coming out of his bunker from the neo-Nazicapital of Sand Points, Idaho, denied he was a 

racist in a chummyinterview with Nixon-suckup Diane Sawyer. He explained that when hetalked on tape 

about planting evidence to arrest blacks and his desire tocommit genocide, he was merely "playing a role". 

Apparently Mr. Fuhrmanis quite a creative guy, as he also admitted a lifelong desire to be anartist. Yet 

another thing he has in common with Hitler. In Atlanta, Georgia, during the rush to protect the investment 

ofGE, Coca Cola, and AT&T in a ready-for-prime-time celebration of athleticprowess, mindless consumer 
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